Miha Lanaau

Flowing quietly along, as a current.
Silent and quiet, knowing that something great has come upon us.

Our “poster” for our C4ward group uses metaphors from nature and chant to represent the value of connection to place and culture.

Goals for Miha Lanaau are:

• To encourage and support faculty to integrate place-based and culture-based content into course curriculum
• To build an archive of place-based and culture-based strategies and assignments for faculty.

Contact:
Veronica Ogata - yogata@hawaii.edu
Kawika Napoleon - nawaal@hawaii.edu
Cheryl Souza - cherylso@hawaii.edu
Gail Harada - grharada@hawaii.edu
Lisa Kanae (concierge) - lkanae@hawaii.edu

Transformative Learning Outcomes

1) Demonstrate transformative learning (seeing something in a different way, changing as a person, developing and meeting personally significant learning goals, and/or applying classroom learning experiences to life outside the classroom) as a result of place-based cultural perspectives incorporated into the course.

2) Evaluate one’s own values in relation to Hawaiian and other cultures’ values relevant to the course.